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Earlier this year, we explained the issues
that people face when using SH1 through the
township.

Since May, we have been developing options
and recommendations that build on our earlier
feasibility investigations. We've identified a

package of improvements, concentrating on
short-term safety and traffic management
benefits while maintaining our long-term plan

of creating a four-lane highway.

The key issues to be addressed by our
improvement work are:

. Hieh speeds through the township that
create sa{ety issues and conflict with the
township identity

. The southbound passing lane being
incompatible with the north end of the
township

. Not having pedestrian and cycling facilities

. The way side roads affect SHl

. Heavy vehicle traffic movements
conflicting with local traffic movements

. lssues with trains stopping in the train
passing bay and blocking Mokena Kohere

Street

. Roadside hazards.

What we are proposing
To address the safety issues along this section
of SHl, we are still proposing to:

. Reduce the speed limit to BOkm/h through
the township

. lnstall treatments at either end of the
township to identify to drivers that they
are entering a different speed environment

. Widen SHl and create a painted median
strip with a wider road edge which will
provide more space for cyclists and for
vehicles turning to and from intersections
and driveways

. Remove the southbound passing lane,

which ends north of Manakau

. Restrict right turns at the SH1 intersection
with the railway underpass link and
redirect right turning traffic to the safer
intersection of Mokena Kohere Street

. Provide a footpath on the western side of
SHl between just north of Waikawa Beach

Road and south of the township

. Provide a pedestrian refuge opposite the
dairy to provide a safer crossing point for
pedestrians.

What has changed?
After listening to your feedback we have decided not to close the railway underpass
to all traffic at this time. You have highlighted how important this connection is at
present if Mokena Kohere Street is blocked, particularly for emergency purposes. We
may revisit this decision in the longer term when, or if, the train passing bay is moved.

We are in discussions with KiwiRail about this.

We are no Ionger planning to alter the Mokena Kohere Street intersection to provide
greater separation between SHl and the railway following your feedback. We carried
out a survey which indicated that the number of heavy vehicles using the intersection
was not high enough to need the alteration. The lower speed environment and

keeping the railway underpass will ensure access to Manakau will be safer in future.

ls there anything erse we should know before we mokea decision to
progress this work in Manakau?
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